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Intercellular Communication: 
How Cells Talk to Each Other

General mechanisms
--Direct:  gap junctions
--Indirect:  chemical messengers
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Gap Junctions
Composed of membrane 
proteins
Link cytosol of two 
adjacent cells
Particles’ movement 
between cells acts as 
signal
Communication is direct
Common in smooth and 
cardiac muscle
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Chemical Messengers =Ligands
Messenger is produced 
by source cell
Messenger is 
transported to target
Target cell has 
receptors for messenger
Binding of messenger 
to receptor triggers a 
target cell response 
(signal transduction)
Communication is 
indirect



Indirect
Intercellular Communication

Terminology of chemical messenger
--Ligand: a chemical messenger
--Source: cells which produce the ligand
--Target: has receptors for and responds to 

messenger
Source  Ligand Target

Chemical messenger have signaling functions
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Chemical Messenger 
Classification
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Classification by function
Classification by chemical properties
--Solubility properties

• Hydrophobic/lipid-soluble

• Hydrophilic/lipid-insoluble

--Chemical class
• Amono acid, Amine, Protein, Steroid and

Eicosanoid ligands



Messenger Classification by 
Function
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Messenger Classification by 
Function

Paracrine chemical 
messenger
--Chemical that serves 

to signal a nearby cell
--Example: Histamine, 

responsible for an 
inflammation response; 
GH; clotting factor; 
cytokines
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Local Signaling



Messenger Classification by 
Function

Autocrine
--A subclass of 

paracrines
--Chemical that 

signals the same 
cell that secreted it

--Source and target 
are the same
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Local Signaling



Paracrine & Autocrine Regulator
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Neurotransmitter 
(synaptic signaling)
--Messenger produced by 

neurons
--Released into the ECF of 

synaptic cleft
--Examples: Acetylcholine, 

glycine, serotonin etc.

Messenger Classification by 
Function

Synaptic Signaling
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Hormone
--Messenger 

produced by 
endocrine cells

--Secreted into blood
via interstitial fluid

--Examples: Insulin, 
estrogen, thyroxin

Messenger Classification by 
Function

Endocrine signaling
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Neurohormone
--A special class of 

hormone
--Messenger produced by 

neurons
--Secreted into blood via 

interstitial fluid
--Examples: Antidiuretic

hormone (ADH), 
oxytocin

Messenger Classification by 
Function



Messenger Classification by 
Solubility

Lipid-insoluble ligand
--Not lipid soluble; is water soluble
--Does not easily cross cell membrane, 

which may require pumps or channels
--Receptors on cell membrane
--General action of target response

• Enzyme activation
• Membrane permeability changes

--Examples: epinephrine, insulin… 14



Messenger Classification by 
Solubility

Lipid-soluble ligand
--Lipid soluble; not water soluble
--Easily crosses cell membrane
--Receptor location within cell 

(intracellular location)
--General action of target response is via 

gene activation
--Examples: steroid hormones, thyroid 

hormones… 15



Messenger Classification by 
Solubility
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Enzyme activation
Membrane permeability changes

Gene activation
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Messenger Classification by 
Solubility



Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class
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1.Amino acids
--Lipophobic
--Target cell receptors on cell membrane
--Only four amino acids function as 

messengers, all as neurotransmitters
--Examples: Glutamate, aspartate, glycine, 

GABA

Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class



Synthesis and Release of
Amino Acids

Made from glucose
--Glutamate
--Aspartate

Made from 3-phosphoglycerate (glycolytic intermediate)
--Glycine

From glutamate (glutamic acid decarboxylase)
--GABA

Synthesized within neuron (source)
Stored in vesicle until needed
Released by exocytosis 20
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2.Amines
--Most are lipophobic, except thyroid 

hormones
--Target receptors on cell membrane
--Made or derived from an amino acid
--Contains an amine group (-NH2)
--Examples: catecholamines, serotonin, 

histamine

Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class
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Produced in cytosol of source
Stored in vesicles of source
Release is by exocytosis
The amine produced is determined 
by which enzymes are present in 
source cell

Synthesis and Release of
Amines
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--Derived from tyrosine
• Dopamine (DA)
• Norepinephrine (NE) 

=noradrenaline
• Epinephrine (Epi)

=adrenaline

Synthesis and Release of
Catecholamines
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3.Peptide and protein messengers
--Most abundant type of ligand
--Lipophobic
--Target receptors on cell membrane
--Made of chains of amino acids

•Peptide ligand (<50 amino acids)
•Protein ligand (>50 amino acids)

Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class
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Formed by cleaving larger proteins
Stored in secretory vesicles
Released by exocytosis
General terminology

Synthesis and Release of
Peptide and Protein
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Synthesis and Release of
Peptide and Protein
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4.Steroid ligands
--Lipophilic
--Target has intracellular receptors
--Derived from cholesterol
--All steroid messengers (ligands) 

function as hormones

Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class
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Synthesis and Release of
Steroid

Synthesized on demand
Derived from cholesterol molecule
All steroid ligands are similar
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5.Eicosanoid ligands
--Lipophilic
--Intracellular target receptors
--Derived from arachidonic acid (AA), 

a cell membrane phospholipid
--Examples: prostaglandin (PG), 

leukotrienes (LT), thromboxanes (TX)

Messenger Classification by 
Chemical Class
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Synthesis and Release of
Eicosanoid

Derived from arachidonic acid
Arachidonic acid is a 
membrane phospholipid
Synthesized on demand
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COX-1 & COX-2

Prostacyclin

Phospholipase A2

Allergy Inflammation
Pain, fever
Protect GI

Hormones, neurotransmitters
Drugs and toxic agent etc.
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Messenger Transport
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Diffusion through interstitial fluid
--Source and target are close
--Ligand is quickly degraded
--Examples: Paracrines, autocrines, neurotransmitters, and 

most cytokines

Blood-borne transport
--Source and target at distance
--Lipophobic ligands dissolve in plasma
--Lipophilic ligands bind to carrier protein
--Examples: Hormones, neurohormones, and some 

cytokines



Messenger Transport
Blood-borne transport
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Lipid-soluble ligandLipid-insoluble ligand
Have relative short half-life
Example: Half-life insulin is <10 min

Have relative long half-life
Example: Half-life of cortisol = 90 min



Signal Transduction
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How a chemical signal is translated into a cell action

Source  Ligand  Target (receptor) Response

Typical membrane receptor
(integral protein)



Receptor Properties
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One messenger may bind many receptor types
One target may have many types of receptors
Number of receptors per cell varies and is dynamic

Specificity
Affinity
Saturation
Reverse
Competition



Magnitude of Target Response
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Strength of response depends on
--Concentration of messenger (ligand)
--Number of receptors per target cell
--Receptor affinity for messenger
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Receptor A specific protein in either the plasma membrane or interior of a target cell with 
which a chemical messenger combines.

Specificity The ability of a receptor to bind only one type or a limited number of 
structurally related types of chemical messengers.

Saturation
The degree to which receptors are occupied by a messengers.If all are occupied, 
the receptors are fully saturated; if half are occupied, the saturation is 50 percent, 
and so on.

Affinity The strength with a chemical messenger binds to its receptor.

Competition The ability of different molecules very similar in structure to its receptor.

Antagonist
A molecule that competes for a receptor with a chemical  messenger normally 
present in the body. The antagonist binds to the receptor but does not trigger the 
cell’s response.

Agonist A chemical messenger that binds to a receptor and triggers the cell’s response; 
often refers to a drug that mimics a normal messenger’s action.

Down-
regulation 

A decrease in the total number of target-cell receptors for a given messenger in 
response to chronic high extracellular concentration of the messenger.

Up-regulation An increase in the total number of target-cell receptors for a given messenger in 
response to a chronic low extracellular concentration of  the messenger.

Supersensitivity
The increased responsiveness of a target cell to a given messenger, resulting 
from up-regulation.



Agonist and Antagonist
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Agonist
--Chemical which binds to receptor
--Action mimics normal response
Antagonist
--Chemical which binds to receptor
--Binding does not result in response
--Competes with normal ligand
--Response is opposite of the agonist   



Agonist and Antagonist
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Beta-endorphin = endogenous opiate
--Beta-endorphin binds to mu opiate receptors 

producing analgesia
Morphine = mu receptor agonist
--Administration of morphine produces 

analgesia
Naloxone = mu receptor antagonist
--Administration of naloxone blocks morphine-

or beta-endorphin–produced analgesia



Mechanisms of Signal Transduction
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Channel-linked receptors
Enzyme-linked receptors
G protein–linked receptors

Intracellular-mediated 
responses

Membrane receptor-mediated 
responses
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Mechanisms of Signal Transduction
1. Intracellular-Mediated Response

Characteristic of lipid-soluble messengers, receptors are in 
cytosol or nucleus and cell response is via gene activation
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2. Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses
-- Characteristic of lipid-insoluble messengers
-- Receptors are on cell membrane
--Response of the target is either by

Movement of ions, or phosphorylation of 
enzymes (enzyme activation)

--Overview of mechanisms
Channel-linked receptors
Enzyme-linked receptors
G protein-linked receptors

Mechanisms of Signal Transduction
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Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses 
Channel-linked Receptors

ECF messenger = first messenger (ligand)

Fast Ligand-gated Channels

Nicotinic ACh-R
Serotonin-R 
GABA-R etc.
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Channel-linked Receptors
=Fast Ligand-gated Channels

ECF messenger = first messenger (ligand)
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Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses 
Enzyme-linked Receptors

or Guanylate cyclases (GC)
(GTP cGMP)

Insulin-R
EGF-R
PDGF-R etc.



G proteins are regulatory proteins
G proteins link ECF messenger to effectors
--Ion channels, or enzymes ( second messenger)

Slow ligand-gated channels
--Receptor and channel—different proteins
--Receptor and channel linked by G protein
--Binding of ligand activates G protein, which activates 

channel
--Action is indirect (slow)
--Change in transport of ions through channel causes target 

response

Second messenger 47

Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses 
G Protein-linked Receptors
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Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses 
G Protein-linked Receptors

Slow Ligand-gated Channels



Second messengers
--Intracellular messenger 
--Triggered by first messenger (ligand) activating G protein
--G protein activates amplifier enzyme
--Amplifier enzyme activates second messenger production

Binding of first messenger to receptor leads to 
production of second messenger
Involves G proteins

--Gs (Activates amplifier enzyme)
--Gi (Inhibits amplifier enzyme)

Purpose is signal amplification
49

Membrane Receptor-Mediated Responses 
G Protein-linked Receptors
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G Protein-linked Receptors
Adenylyl Cyclase - cAMP

Second messengerGs

Epinephrine-R
AVP (V2)-R etc.
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Gs

Clinical Application:
Cholera Toxin Watery Diarrhea 

Receptor-mediated endocytosis
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(PDE)

Caffeine
Theophylline



Clinical Application:
Viagra ® (sildenafil citrate)
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a potent and selective inhibitor of cGMP-specific 
phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5), which is responsible for 
degradation of cGMP in the corpus cavernosum in the penis

Guanylate cyclases (GC)

Penile vascular smooth-muscle cell 



Types of Second Messengers
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PKA

PKG

PKC
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G Protein-linked Receptors
Phospholipase C - IP3 & DAG

Second messenger

Ca

Angiotensin II-R
Histamine-R etc.
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Heterotrimeric G Proteins
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Ligands & Signal Transduction 
Mechanisms
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